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The Mechanism of Intrusion of the Inyo Dike, 
Long Valley Caldera, California 
ZE'EV RECHES 
Geology Department, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel 
JONATIIAN FINK 
Geology Department, Arizona State University, Tempe 
We analyze the intrusion of the ll-krn-long lnyo Dike at the margins of Long Valley caldera, eastern California. 
The dike trends N07'W and is divided into at least three segments which are rotated by as much as 25' with respect 
to the main trend. The dike seems affected primarily by the regional stress field of right-lateral shear of the western 
United States and by the local thermal conditions of the crust; the dike seems unaffected by the preexisting caldera 
margins and Sierra-Nevada frontal fault system. The high heat flow in Long Valley caldera implies that crustal rocks 
below 3-4.5 krn deform by steady state creep under tectonic strain rate and support low to vanishing tectonic shear 
stresses. The upper rocks, above 3-4.5 krn, deform by frictional slip along fractures and may support tectonic shear 
stresses as high as 24 MPa. We demonstrate that deplh variations of tectonic stresses may have a profound effect 
on the segmentation and rotation of dikes, both at Long Valley and in other areas of high heat flow. The analys is 
places constraints on several tectonic conditions. The lnyo Dike intruded under a tectonic stress state with a 
horizontal maximum compression oriented N07·W. The maximum extensional fracture strength of the host rocks 
is 1-2.5 MPa, and the pressure drop within the propagating Inyo Dike was about 0.55 MPa/km. The volatile 
overpressure in the magma chamber was about 15 MPa during eruption of rhyolitic lavas at the Inyo Domes. 
INffiODUCTION 
Seismic activity and ground deformation since 1980 have focused 
attention on Long Valley caldera as a site of incipient volcanic 
activity. The last major volcanic event to occur in this area was the 
emplacement of the Inyo Domes and associated pyroclastic depos-
its approximately 550 years ago; these features were fed by an 11-
kin-long dike we will refer to as the lnyo Dike. The distribution of 
Holocene vents in Long Valley suggests that future eruptions will 
likely be fed by pipes situated along dikes. 
Thelnyo Dike provides a good opportunity to analyze the process 
of magma propagation from source area to the surface, thanks to 
detailed studies of the region. The three-dimensional geometry of 
thedikehas been resolved on the basis of surface structural features 
and mapping of the domes [Fink. and Pollard, 1983; Fink, 1985; 
Mastin and Pollard, in press]. Three research drill holes at thelnyo 
Domes provide subsurface control on the dike geometry and its 
composition [Eichelberger et al., 1985]. The vast body of geo-
physical measurements in Long Valley caldera further constrains 
the mechanical and rheological conditions of the upper crustal 
rocks here [e.g., Hill et al., 1985]. 
In this paper we explain the dike geometry in terms of the 
interaction between tectonic stresses and local variations in host 
rock rheology. We evaluate relationships between tectonic and 
magmatic stresses and estimate the magnitude of magmatic pres-
sure at depth necessary to get the dike to the surface. Application 
of the model to other volcanoes is also discussed. 
THE 000 VOLCANIC CHAIN 
Based on mapping and age dating of pyroclastic deposits and 
silicic extrusions in the western part of Long Valley caldera, Miller 
[1985] proposed that the three largest Inyo Domes and the adjacent 
Copyright 1988 by the American Geophysical Union. 
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Inyo Craters were fed by a single ll-km-long, north trending dike 
(Figure 1). Fink. [1985] mapped ground cracks, normal faults, and 
phreatic pits on and around the domes and concluded that they were 
fed by a N-S trending dike that divided into at least three NNE 
trending segments as it approached the surface from the south 
(Figure 2). He further suggested that rotation of the segments 
increased upward and that the top of each segment sloped upward 
to the north. 
Major tectonic features around the lnyo Domes include the 
roughly ellipsoidal caldera-bounding faults and the N30W trending 
fault system of the Sierra Nevada block (Figure la). The immedi-
ate vicinity of the lnYo Domes contains normal faults and vertical 
fractures trending mostly NI5"W to N200E (Figure Ib) [Benioff 
and Gutenburg, 1939; Bailey etal., 1976; Miller, 1985; Fink, 1985; 
Mastin and Pollard, in press]. The trends of the lnyo area are 
apparent also in detail. For example, a 300-m-Iong fissure, known 
as Earthquake Fault, is found 6 km south of the lnyo Craters along 
the Inyo trend (Figure Ib); it is composed of many 2- to 20-m-Iong 
segments whose trends alternate within the same range ofN15°W 
to N200E (Figure 3). 
The presence of the lnyo Dike was confirmed by the third drill 
hole of the Inyo Scientific Drilling Program [Eichelberger et al., 
1985]. This slanted hole was sited between Obsidian Dome and 
South Glass Creek Dome (Figure Ib) where at a vertical depth of 
620 m, the hole intercepted a 7 -m-wide rhyolite dike. The dike was 
surrounded by a 30-m-wide zone of fractures, some of which were 
filled with intrusive pyroclastic material. This dike did not vent to 
the surface at the drill hole area but fed the 35-m-wide conduit of 
Obsidian Dome, about 1 km north of the drill hole. The point of 
intersection was west of a line connecting the vent areas of the two 
domes, suggesting 10° of clockwise rotation at this depth. The 
direction of this rotation was the same but the magnitude was less 
than the 25" indicated by surface mapping [Fink, 1985]. 
The source for the lnyo lavas has been located at the northern end 
of the chain according to chemical considerations [Bailey et al., 
1983]. at its southern portion based on structural analysis [Fink., 
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3. The deviatoric tectonic stress normal to the dike, cr, . 
The dike intrusion is resisted by the following. 
4. PI' thefracture strength of the host rocks in the crust which has 
to be overcome. 
5. P vii ' the pressure drop in the magma due to viscous resistance 
to flow of the magma. 
6. p., the elastic resistance of the host rock to the intruding and 
dilating dike. 
We define the sum of these stresses and pressures as the driving 
pressure (P d) of the dike. At depth z below the surface the driving 
pressure is 
(Ia) 
Positive driving pressure indicates a propagating dike, whereas a 
vanishing driving pressure indicates a dike that stopped. Compres-
37"45 ' sive stresses are positive. 
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Fig. 1a. Simplified geologic map of Long Valley caldera and surrounding 
area, showing the distribution of post Bishop Tuff volcanic rocks, the Inyo/ 
Mono volcanic system, major faults, and three earthquake epicenters men-
tioned in the text [after Hill et al., 1985). 
1985] or at several separate magma chambers along the chain 
[Sampson and Cameron, 1987]. While the Long Valley caldera is 
underlain by a large and shallow magma chamber, several geo-
physical techniques ..... suggest a much smaller, less well defined 
dike-like chamber 10-20 km beneath the Mono [-Inyo] Craters 
chain" [Hill et al., 1985]. 
Geophysical data from the Inyo area have been collected as part 
of geothermal exploration, in conjunction with the Inyo Drilling 
Program, and in order to monitor the potential for future eruptions. 
Investigations concerning heat flow [Sorey, 1985; Blackwell, 
1985), ground deformation [Savage and Cockerham, 1984], and 
seismic activity [Julian and Sip kin, 1985] are most important for 
the model developed below. 
EMPLACEMENT OF THE 000 DIKE 
An intruding dike may be envisioned as an internally pressurized 
fracture which propagates in the crust due to its dilation by molten 
magma. The dike extends when the forces which support its 
intrusion exceed the forces which resist the intrusion, and the dike 
stops under the opposite conditions. In the present section we 
evaluate the balance between these forces for the Inyo Dike. 
The dike intrusion is supported by the following. 
1. Ph' the hydrostatic pressure of the intruding magma which 
originates from the density difference between the molten magma 
and the solid rock. 
2. p.' the overpressure in the magma chamber from which the 
dike propagates. The most likely source for this overpressure is the 
undissolved volatiles in the magma [Blake, 1984]. 
When the dike intrudes into a uniform host rock, three of the tenns 
on the right side of (la ), p.' PI and p., do not vary significantly 
with depth, and we rewrite (la ) as 
(Ib) 
where P = P - PI - P is a constant for a given dike configuration. Sever~iinve;tigato;s have designated the driving pressure as 
Pd = (P .. - cr,) 
where p .. is defmed as the magma pressure in the dike [e.g. Pollard 
and Muller, 1976; Delaney et al., 1986]. From (la) the magma 
pressure of previous studies is 
(1e) 
We demonstrate below that the six components of the driving 
pressure, including the five components of the magma pressure 
(equation (lc )), may be separately calculated for the Inyo Dike, 
We first calculate the hydrostatic pressure, Ph' from the geometty 
of the dike, and the tectonicstress,cr" from the dike orientation and 
local crustal rheology. Then, the sum of constant pressures, p,,,,, 
and the viscous resistance, P vii ' are calculated from observations 
on the depth of the Inyo Dike. Finally, the magnitudes of the elastic 
resistance. p • • and fracture strength. PI' are derived from dike 
geometry. 
DEPTII-DEPENDENT PREsSURES 
Hydrostatic Pressure, Ph 
Consider the hydrostatic pressure on a dike which propagates 
from a magma chamber at depth H to depth z; mean crustal density 
is P, and magma density is P,., The lithostatic pressure due to the 
crustal rocks is (p ,gH ) on the magma ch amber and (p ,gz ) at the tip 
of the dike. The hydrostatic pressure in the molten magma within 
the dike decreases from the lithostatic pressure (p ,gH) at the 
chamber depth, by [p,.g(H - z )] at depth z below the surface (Figure 
2b). Thus the hydrostatic pressure in the magma at depth z is the 
difference, 
(p,gH) - [p .. g(H - z)] 
From this hydrostatic pressure we subtract the lithostatic pressure 
at depth z and obtain the deviatoric hydrostatic pressure of the 
magma, 
[Ph ], = (p, - p,.)g (H - z) (2) 
Tectonic Stresses, cr, 
Trendselectionofthedike. Dikesusuallypropagatenormaltothe 
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Fig. lb. Map of the Inyo Domes area showing rhyolitic domes , phreatic craters, faults, cracks, and caldera margins . Location marked 
in Figure la EF marks Earthquake Fault [after Fink, 1985). 
magma into fractttres [e.g., Anderson, 1938, 1951; Delaney et al., 
1986]. Host rock enclosing the tip of a growing dike is dissected by 
old, preexisting fractttres as well as by new fractttres induced by the 
propagating magma. The magma invades the fractures having the 
mechanically most favorable orientation, regardless of their origin. 
The N07'W alignment of the young Jnyo Domes chain appears 
lUlaffected by two large, preexisting tectonic features. The first 
large structure is the active system of normal faults that bound the 
Sierra Nevada block. One of these, the Hartley Springs fault, trends 
N30'W and intersects the Jnyo chain along the west side of South 
Glass Creek Dome (Figure Ib ). This fault indicates local horizon-
tal extension in an N60"E direction (Figure 4a). The second large 
feature is the conspicuous marginal zone and associated deep-
seated ring faults of Long Valley caldera. The ring fault system 
trends NE-SW at its intersection with the Jnyo Craters chain 
between South Glass Creek Dome and South Deadman Dome 
(Figure Ib) and thus indicates local horizontal extension in aNW-
SE direction across the caldera margin (Figure 4a). No change in 
dome alignment, eruption style, or magma composition has been 
detected close to these two intersections [Miller, 1985; Fink,1985; 
Sampson, 1987]. Thus the growing Jnyo Dike seems to have 
ignored both the fractures and the stress axes associated with the 
largest nearby preexisting tectonic features. 
During its propagation at depth z, the Jnyo Dike intrudes fractures 
trending N07"W and ignores fractures trending NE-SW and 
N30"W of the preexisting systems (Figure 4a). This trend selection 
implies that the driving pressure (equation (la») is larger for the 
N07"W fracture trend than for the other two fracture trends. Of the 
six terms in (la), only the tectonic stress, cr" varies with the 
fracture trend. Therefore we infer that the magma intruded the 
N07"W fractures because the tectonic stresses associated with this 
trend are more intrusion supporting than the tectonic stresses asso-
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Fig. 20. Schematic diagram showing inferred dike geometry beneath the Inyo Domes. Note that the dike is continuous at depth and 
segmented near the surface. 
ciated with the other trends. We will examine this inference in The curves in Figure4b are numerical solutions forthe stress ratio 
detail. R of (3) for the three dominant structural systems in the Inyo area, 
In order for magma to invade an existing fracture, P,= 0; that is, N07'W,N30'W,andN45'E(Figure4a). ForR <-I, the dike could 
the magma pressure should exceed the stress normal to the not intrude any fracture, which indicates negative driving pressure; 
fracture's surface. The orientation of vertical fractures that can be for R > I, the dike could intrude all fractures. For-l <R < 1 the dike 
dilated by magma pressure, P,. , were determined from Mohr circle 
relations by Delaney et al. [1986, equation 1] (Figure 4a ). They 
found that fractures trending at an angle a with respect to 03 would 
be dilated by the magma if 
R = ( [(Pm - (1) + (P,. - (3) + 2(p ,gz )]/(01 - ( 3)) > cos(2a) (3) 
where 01 and 03 are the principal horizontal tectonic stresses. The 
term 2(p ,gz) appears in (3) because the magma pressure Pm is 
defined here as the deviatoric pressure in the dike (equation 2), 
whereas the magma pressure is defined by Delaney et al. [1986] as 
the absolute pressure in the dike. 
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Fig.2h. Detailed schematic view of Obsidian Dome segment showing de-
velopmentof widened pipe in center of segment and termination of dike a few 
hundred meters below the surface. 
intrudes fractures trending as plotted in Figure 4b . Each stress state 
is represented by a point on Figure 4b ; for example, point G is for 
01 trending NlO'E and R = 0.1. The magma can only dilate a 
fracture if the point representing the stress state appears above the 
curve corresponding to that fracture. Consider 01 trending NI0'E 
(solid line in Figure 4b ). For R ranging from -1. to -0.95 the stress 
states are below all curves, and thus no fracture can be dilated; for 
-0.95 < R < -0.4 only trend a can be dilated; for -0.4 < R < -0.15 
fractures trending a and b can be dilated, and for R > -.15, all three 
trends can be dilated (Figure 4b ). For this case, u. = 17', ub = 40' 
and U
c 
= 35" (Figure 4a ). 
The observation that the Inyo Dike ignored the two preexisting 
structures indicates that it trends normal to the least compressive 
tectonic stress direction during the intrusion, N83'E. The develop· 
ment of the Inyo Dike along a trend which reflects a regional stress 
field rather than local structures is in agreement with other studies 
of paleostress; they show relatively uniform regional fields, on 
scales of tens to thousands of kilometers, which seem to ignore 
local structure [e.g., Zoback and Zoback, 1980; Eyal and Reches, 
1983]. Further, the fact that the fractures oriented N30'W and 
N45'E were not intruded bounds the stress ratio: when the least 
compressive stress trends N83'E, the ratio is -1.0 < R < -0.65 
(Figure 4b ); for R > -0.65, fractures trending N30'W would also 
have been invaded. 
Tectonic stresses in the eastern Sierra Nevada . Tectonic stress 
data are not available for the Long Valley area, so here we employ 
the regional stress analysis of Zoback and Zoback [1980, 1987]. 
They found that the Sierra Nevada region includes both strike-slip 
and normal faulting, and it is transitional between the San Andreas 
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Fig,3. Detailed map of Earthquake FaUlt and adjacent ground cracks in 
southern part of the Inyo Chain. Location indicated in Figure 1 b. Note pattern 
of bimodal fracture trends . Lines dashed where trends inferred . 
strike-slip province and the Cordillera extension province (Figure 
5). They stated that, "detailed observations of faulting in the region 
of combined normal and strike-slip faulting (including broadly the 
Sierra Nevada-northern Basin and Range boundary zone and the 
Walker Lane belt of western Nevada) suggest temporal variations 
(possibly quite large) in both stress orientation and relative magni-
tudes" [Zoback and Zoback, 1987]. 
For the strike-slip events the stresses are 0Hmax> 0.» 0Hmin' and 
for normal faults the stresses are 0.> 0Hmax» 0Hmin' where 0., 
0l/uw ,and crHmin are the vertical, maximum horizontal, and mini-
mum horizontal stresses, respectively [Zoback and Zoback, 1987]. 
Using the results of McGarr and Gay [1978], we find for strike-slip 
faulting, 
p,gz < crt < 1.5 P ,gz 
02 = p,gz 
O.5p,gz < cr3 < p,gz 
(°1 horizontal) 
(02 vertical) 
(cr3 horizontal) 
(4a) 
t 
I /~ 
GJ~ 
c ~OJ 
g 
Fig. 4a. Idealized geometric relationship between the principal horizontal 
stresses, cr, and cr" in the lnyo Dike area and trends of major local structural 
features: a, trend of lnyo Dike, N07"W; b, trend of Hartley Springs Fault, 
N30"W; c, local trend of Caldera margin, N4S"E. 
and for normal faulting [Zoback and Healy, 1984], 
p,gz = cr l (°1 vertical) 
02 < P ,gz (°2 horizontal) (4b) 
0.5p,gz < 03 (03 horizontal) 
The axes of 0Hmax in eastern California and western Nevada trend 
mostly in a NNE to N -S direction with a few cases of NNW (Figure 
5). The NOTW trend of 0Hmax' deduced above for the Inyo Dike 
(heavy line in Figure 5), appears to correlate with the observed 
regional distribution of trends of 0Hmax (thin lines in Figure 5). 
Stress distribution with depth. To determine the depth distribu-
tion of the tectonic stresses we make the following deductions. (1) 
The state of stress in the region of the Inyo chain is defined by (4), 
whereoHmax trends N07"W andoHmin trendsN83"E. (2) As the crust 
is continuously deformed, the long-term tectonic stresses within 
the crust are represented by its yield strength. (3) The rocks in the 
upper 10 km yield by fracturing when subjected to high strain rates 
according to the Griffith-Coulomb criteria. 
The yield strength of the crust is usually derived for two distinct 
rheologies: frictional resistance to shear along fractures in the 
shallow, brittle rocks, and steady state creep in the lower, ductile 
rocks [e.g., Kirby, 1983]. The transition between the two rheologic 
o 
f= 
~ 
~ 
to 
STRESS RATIO FOR INYO DIKE 
-70 -50 -30 -10 10 30 50 70 90 
TREND (degrees from north) 
a - INVO b . SIERRA C - CALDERA 
Fig. 4b. The stress ratio required for dilation by magma intruding into 
cracks oriented in directions N07"W, N30"W, and N4S"E (a, b, or c trends 
from above) (after equation (3)) . 
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Fig.S. The trends of the axes of maximum hori zontal stress , af{ (thin, 
short lines), for western Nevada and eastern California; these tre;';ds were 
determined from in-situ stress measurements, earthquake focal plane solu-
tions, and geological structures [after Zoback and Zoback, 1987). The black 
square is the study area (Figure 1) and the thick, long line is the deduced trend 
of a f{max for the Inyo Dike. 
behaviors occurs at about 20-km depth in crust with normal heat 
flow but may occur as shallow as a few kilometers in regions of high 
heat flow [Morgan and Golombek, 1984]. The high heat flow in 
Long Valley caldera suggests that the ductile-brittle transition is 
shallow. 
Yield strength profiles for the Inyo area are calculated in the 
appendix and presented in Figure 6. This figure shows the maxi-
mum shear stress, cr, = (cr1 - cr3)/2, that can be supported by the 
crustal rocks for the heat flow and crustal properties listed in the 
appendix. Figure 6 indicates that the upper 3-4.5 km of the crust 
deform by frictional slip, that cr, attains a maximum value of 24 
MPa in the 3-4.5 km deep transition zone, and that cr, decreases to 
about 3 MPa for heat flow of 300m \\m-2, or vanishes for heat flow 
of 500 m Wm-2 below a depth of about 10 km. 
Pressure Drop due to Viscous Resistance, P .... 
The termination of the Inyo Dike at depths less than 620 m implies 
that the driving pressure vanished at some depth 0 < z < 620 m. By 
using the derived values of Plo (equation (2» and cr, (Figure 6), we 
calculate Peon and P vii' which satisfy vanishing driving pressure at 
depths shallower than 620 m. 
Rearranging (lb ) for vanishing driving pressure yields 
Peon = [Plo + cr,- Pvil], 
The solution for this equation is shown in Figure 7 by substituting 
the results of (2) and the appendix. The figure displays the values 
of P
eoo 
required to propagate a dike from a 10-km-deep magma 
chamber to the shown depths, for the marked P vii' the pressure drop 
gradients in the dike. For example, for P vii = 0.75 MPa/km, the dike 
would propagate from a 10-km depth and terminate 500 m below 
the surface if the constant pressure equalled 0.4 MPa. When P
e 
.. > 
0.4 MPa, the dike continues to propagate, and it would reach the 
surface for P
eao 
> 3.3 MPa. Figure 7 shows that for P
vis = 0.5 MPa/ 
km, the dike would reach the surface when P
ean 
= 0.8 MPa. 
Figure 7 indicates thal a significant increase of Peon is required to 
move a dike from a depth of a few hundred meters to the surface. 
This property reflects the profound decrease of the deviatoric 
tectonic stress, cr" toward the surface (Figure 6). 
According to Figure 7, for the ObsiQ,ian Dome segment to 
terminate at depths between 250 and 600 m, the likely pressure 
conditions are included in the field marked I. This field is bounded 
by 0.5 < P
vil < 0.75 MPa/km and -0.5 < Pean < 1.8 MPa. 
D EPTH-CONSTANT PREsSURES 
Elas/ic Resistance, p. 
The Inyo Dike is envisioned as an elliptical, vertical crack, 
subjected to internal pressure, and embedded in an infinite, uniform 
granite. Similar configurations were analyzed by Weertman [1971] 
who studied crevasses in glaciers and magma transport in oceanic 
ridges, and Pollard and Muller [1976] and Gudmundsson [1983], 
who applied the results to forms of dikes. 
A closed crack in an elastic plate subjected to a pressure differ-
ence of 6P, between the internal hydrostatic pressure in the crack 
and the external hydrostatic pressure in the host rock, would dilate 
into an elliptical filled crack of width W and length L [Weer/man, 
1971, equation 15; Pollard and Muller, 1976, equation 6]. In the 
absence of tectonic stresses, the dimensions of the crack become 
6P = (W/L) [fl/(l - v)] (5) 
where ~ and v are the shear modulus and Poisson ratio of the elastic 
MAXIMUM SHEAR STRESS 
IN INYO AREA 
STRE NGTH (MPa) 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1820 22 24 
o k 
2 
_ 4 
E 
= :t 
I-
~ 
LIJ 
Cl 6 
8 
10 II I 
A 
A=300 mW/ m2 
B=500 mW / m2 
Fig. 6. The yield strength of the upper 10 km of the crust in the Inyo area 
as derived in the appendix. The diagram indicates strength profiles for mean 
heat flow of (a) 500 m Wm-' and (b) 300 m Wm-'. 
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piate. Equation (5) shows the pressure required to overcome the 
elastic resistance of thc plate; thus P = M. 
We substitute the following values 'for the Inyo Dike: W = 7 m, 
L= II km, f.L=20 OPa, and v = 0.1 (granite), and fmd P,= 14 MPa. 
Thus an internal pressure of 14 MPa (above lithostatic pressure in 
the granite) is necessary to dilate an II-km-Iong fracture in granite 
into a 7-m-wide dike. 
Fracture Strength, PI 
The fracture strength of the granite in the Inyo area may be 
estimated from the dimensions of the dike. The third drill hole of 
lheInyo drilling project [Eichelberger et al., 1985) showed that the 
7-m-Ihick segment of the Inyo Dike did not reach the surface and 
terminated at a depth of less than 620 m, about I km south of 
Obsidian Dome. On the other hand, the 35-m-thick pipe under 
Obsidian Dome extends to the surface (Figure 2b ) [Eichelberger 
et al., 1985, Figure 3) . 
Delaney and Pollard [1981) show('".d that magma transport in a 
quasi-circular pipe is more efficient Lhan magma transport in a 
sheetlike dike. Thus piercement of the surface by the Obsidian 
Dome pipe and tcrmination of the associated dike are expected. The 
dike and the pipe have the same composition [e.g. Vogel et al., 
1987) and most likely were fed by interconnected conduits during 
a single eruption (Figure 2). Thus during the eruption, a hydrostatic 
balance existed between the pipe and its associated dike. The 
hydrostatic pressure at the top of the dike [P~ )dik., at depth z = z'''I'' 
is larger than the pressure at the top of the pipe [P~ )pipo' at depth, 
z =0, 
[P~]ptpo - [P~]diko = (p, - P .. )gzdiko 
for p, < p .. (equation (2». 
During the eruption of Obsidian Dome, the larger pressure at the 
top of the dike was not sufficient to propagate the dike upward, due 
to the resistance by the fracture strength of the graniteP!' the clastic 
resistancc P , and the viscous resistance P . (equation (Ia ». We 
assume here iliat the only resistance to prop~iation was the fracture 
strength of the host rocks, namcly, 
PI = [P~ )ptpo - [P~ )diko 
Thus thc calculated PI is an upper limit for the strength. Taking 
p, =2670 kg/m3, p .. =2250 kg/m) (moltcn rhyolite [Williams and 
McBirney, 1979, p. 29)), and zdike = 250-600 m, we obtain an 
estimate of the fracture strength as 1-2.5 MPa. These values express 
the in situ , overall maximum resistance to yielding of thc intruded 
rocks and may not be directly transformed into fracture toughness 
values. 
Volatile Overpressure, P, 
Figure 7 shows that the constant pressure, P
C
<X1' ranges from -0.5 
to 1.8 MPa for pressure drop due to viscous resistance of 0.5 < Py;. 
< 0.75 MPa/km. The fracture strength and the elastic resistance 
were determined above from the dike dimensions, and now the 
volatile overpressure, P" can be estimated. 
Equation (l b ) indicates that 
P,= Pcao +PI +P, 
By substituting the above derived values of -0.5 < P
cao 
< 1.8 MPa, 
I < PI < 2.5 MPa, and P, =14 MPa into this equation, we find a 
volatile overpressure which ranges from 14.5 to 18.3 MPa. 
THE DRIVING PREsSURE OF THE INYO DIKE 
We examine here the depth variations of the driving pressure of 
the Inyo Dike (equation (la », after the above derivation of ali its 
six pressure components. Wc use the following parameters and 
results. 
I. We assume that the tectonic shear stresses are equal in 
magnitude and distribution to the shear strength of the crust 
(appendix and Figure 6). 
2. The tectonic stresses in the Sierra Nevada province are either 
of strike-slip faulting (equation (4a », or of normal faulting 
(equation (4b » . To simplify the following analysis, we suppose 
that during the intrusion of the Inyo Dike,the stresses around Long 
Valiey were of strike-slip faulting (we will establish this assump-
tion below) (equation (4a », so that 
(6) 
By substituting (6) into (4a), one gets 0t + 0) = 2(p,gz), and thus 
the stress ratio of (3) becomes 
(7a) 
Equations (4a ) and (6) also indicate that (Ot +02 + (3)/3= p,gz.and 
thus 
where p .. is the deviatoric magma pressure, 0, is the deviatoric 
tectonic stress normal to the Inyo Dike, and 0, = (01 - 0)12, the 
crustal shear strength. 
3. The parameters of thc host rocks are: density P, = 2670 kg/m3, 
shear modulus 11 = 20 OPa, and Poisson ratio v= 0.1 (mean values 
for granitic rocks in [Clark, 1966]). The density of the rhyolitic 
magma p .. = 2250 kg/m) [Williams and McBirney, 1979, p. 29]. 
4. Dimensions of the dike are: width W = 7 m, length L = II km, 
and depth of source fI = 10 km. 
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Fig. 9. The coordinate system for stresses at the tip of a pressurized crack. 
The Y-Z plane is normal to the planar crack. For the lnyo Dike. axis X is the 
(I, axis (horizontal and trending N07'W). axis Y is the 0'2 axis (vertical). and 
axis Z is the 0', axis (horizontal and trending N83'E) . 
5. The following parameters were estimated in the above analy-
sis: pressure drop due to viscous resistance P vii = 0.5 -0.75 MPa/km. 
overpressure in the magma chamber p. = 14-18 MPa, fracture 
str:ngthZ 1-2.5 MPa, and elastic resistance to dike emplacement 
Pc= 14 a. 
We now examine depth variations of the driving pressure Pd 
(equation (1a», themagmapressureP ,. (equation (1 e» and the ratio 
R (equation (7a». At the depth of the magma chamber, H, the dike 
intruded only the N07'W fractures (see Figure 4b and text); thus 
-1.0 < R < -0.95 z = H (8a) 
At depths shallower than 620 m where the dike stopped, no fracture 
was dilated; thus 
R < -1.0 z < 620 m (8b) 
Using the conditions of (8) and substituting the pressures listed in 
the paragraph above into (1) and (6), we derive the solution 
displayed in Figure 8. The deviatoric pressures P d ' P 1ft' and 0', are 
shown in Figure 8a, their absolute values (including the lithostatic 
load) are shown in Figure 8b, and the ratio R == P", /0'. is shown in 
Figure 8e. The solution in Figure 8 is for P vii = 0.55 MPa/km, p. = 
14.5 MPa, PI = 1 MPa, and p. = 14 MPa; this solution fits best the 
conditions of (8) and is bounded by the pressures derived above. 
In this solution, the deviatoric magma pressure P", changes 
linearly with depth from -0.45 MPa at lO-km depth to -1.7 MPa at 
the surface (dotted line in Figure 8a), and the deviatoric tectonic 
stress varies nonlinearly wi th depth as derived in the appendix (thin 
line in Figure 8a). The driving pressure is the difference between 
the two pressures, Pd = P", - 0', (solid line in Figure 8a). The driving 
pressure is positive for all depths below 500 m (namely, it supports 
dike intrusion), and negative for depths shallower than 500 m. 
DISCUSSION 
In the preceding analysis, we incorporated the depth variations of 
tectonic stresses in the Inyo area and estimated separate compo-
nents of driving pressure of the Inyo Dike. We discuss below how 
these results may explain the rotation of segments of the Inyo Dike. 
Dike Segmentation and Rotation 
A propagating dike generates a local, nonuniform stress field 
close to its tip which modifies the uniform tectonic stress in the host 
rock. The principal stresses of the nonuniform field in front of the 
dike tip are tensional for positive driving pressure, P d > 0 [e.g., 
Jaeger and Cook, 1969, section 10.12]. We argue here that the 
reduction of tectonic stresses associated with these tensional 
stresses may explain segmentation of the Inyo Dike and rotation of 
its segments. 
A dike may be modeled as a pressurized crack completely filled 
with magma or as a pressurized crack with a leading mode I crack 
which is not completely filled with magma. The stress field in the 
host rock is essentially identical for both configurations (compare 
(Jaeger and Cook, [1969, section 10.12] for pressurized crack and 
Lawn andWilshaw [1975, equation 3.11]. for model crack). 
The stresses in a plane normal to a planar crack pressurized 
uniformly by magma, under plane strain conditions (Figure 9), 
were calculated byJaegerandCook [1969, section 10.12] and Lawn 
andWilshaw [1975, equation 3.11]. For theInyo Dike, axis X is the 
0', axis (horizontal and trending N07'W), axis Y is the 0'2 axis 
(vertical), and axis Z is the 0'3 axis (horizontal and trending N83'E). 
The stresses are, 
0' .. = (P", -0',)(0.5C/r)'(2 (cos (<»/2) [1 + sin (<»/2) sin (1.5<»)]) 
0' = (P -0')(0.5CIr)'(2 (cos (<»/2) [1 - sin (<»/2) sin (1.5<»)] (9) 
J')' "" 0'", = (P ,.-O',)(0.5C/r)'(2 (cos (<»/2) [sin (<»/2) cos (<»/2) cos(1.5<»)]} 
O'u = v(O' .. + O'J')') 
whereCis the dike length, r the distance from the dike tip,and<» the 
angle with the dike surface (Figure 9). As pointed out by Jaeger and 
Cook [1969, p. 263], for P ",>0', the principal stresses in front of the 
dike, <» == 0, and close to it, C Ir > 2 (Figure 9), are tensile. This pro-
found reduction of the principal stresses strongly affects the style 
of fracturing in front of the dike as discussed below. 
The Sierra Nevada granites fracture according to the Griffith-
Coulomb yield criteria which predict two modes of fracturing: ex-
tensional fractures for (0', + 30'3) < 0 (conditions of small shear 
stresses and tensional 0'3 as shown by Mohr circle B in Figure lOb), 
and shear fractures when (0', + 30'3) > 0 (conditions of large shear 
stress and large mean stress, (0', + 0'3)/2 as shown by Mohr circle 
A in Figure lOa). 
Consider the Inyo Dike as it propagates upward at about 10-km 
depth. The tectonic stresses at this depth are 0', == 268 MPa and 0'3 
== 266 MPa (Figures 6 and lOb). (The Mohr circles in Figure 10 are 
not to scale. A circle for the stress state at 10-km depth with 0', == 
268 MPa and 0'3 == 266MPa would be too small to see.) The magma 
intrudes into rocks subjected to large lithostatic stress and small 
differential stress; this state of stress is represented by Mohr circle 
b in Figure lOb. The reduction of the stresses in front of the dike to 
become tensile shifts the Mohr circle b to a new Mohr circle B 
(Figure lOb). This shift causes the circle to touch the Griffith-
Coulomb failure envelope at a position which indicates the forma-
tion of vertical extension fractures trending N07'W, perpendicular 
to the least compressive stress [seeSeeor, 1965; JulianandSipkin, 
1985, Figure 16]. The dike may now intrude into those fractures 
(Figure 10d). 
During its upward propagation at a depth of 3.5 km the dike 
encounters a large tectonic shear stress of about 15 MPa, displayed 
by Mohr circle a in Figure lOa. The reduction of stresses in front 
of the dike again shifts the Mohr circle a leftward to a new Mohr 
circle A (Figure lOa). However, here the shifted Mohr circle 
touches the failure envelope at a position which indicates failure by 
shear fractures (Figure lOe). Under the tectonic stress of the Inyo 
area (equation (6», the shear fractures would be vertical strike-slip 
faults (Figure lOe). Extension fractures do not form in the transi-
tion zone due to its large initial shear stresses. 
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fracturing. (c) The geometry of the faults anticipated from the yielding shown by circle A, displayed in a block diagram (left) and a 
stereographic projection (right). (d) The geometry of the faults anticipated from the yielding shown by circle B, displayed in a block 
diagram (left) and a stereographic projection (right). 
The conditions under which the Inyo Dike could dilate these 
shear fractures are delineated by (3) and Figure 4b. A vertical shear 
fracture which strikes from N200W to N1soE may be intruded by 
the dike for stress ratios R larger than -0.7 (Figure 4b); our calcu-
lations of R (Figure Se) indicate that at 3-km depth R == -0.2 whic!J. 
is sufficient to dilate the predicted shear fractures. 
The change in the mode of fracturing invokes a change in the 
trend of the dike. The deep extensional fractures trend N07°W 
(Figure 10d), whereas the upper shear fractures trend in the range 
N37°W to N23°E (Figure lOe). Therefore the passage of magma 
from the deep extensional fracture to the shallower shear fractures 
allows for rotation of the dike segmen~ in the transition zone. The 
change in the fracturing mode would occur at several locations 
along the tip of the Inyo Dike in the transition zone. Thus intrusion 
of the magma into the rotated shear fractures also would occur in 
several locations and the dike should have split into several 
segments (Figure 2). 
In summary, the process described above demonstrates that the 
Inyo Dike would have propagated from the magma chamber in self-
induced extensional fractures due to small shear stress in the ductile 
region of the crust (Figures lOb and 10 d). In the transition zone 
from ductile to brittle rheology, at a depth of about 3 km, the mode 
of fracturing changes from extensional to shear due to the large 
shear stresses (Figures lOa and 10 e). The dilation of shear fractures 
rather than extension fractures results in rotation of the dike and 
segmentation (Figure 2). We thus conclude that segmentation and 
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Fig. Ila. Map of Tarawera Dome complex showing observed and inferred 
positions of en echelon basalti c dike segments (da rk lines) that erupted in 
1886. Map location shown in Figure lOb [after Nairn and Cole, 1981). 
rotation may be the consequences of changes in rheology and 
fracturing mode of the crust in a region of high heat flow. 
The proposed mechanism of dike intrusion into shear fractures 
explains and is supported by several observations. 
l. The trends of surface fractures in the Inyo area display 
bimodal distributions. This is apparent in the map of large-scale 
faults and fracture zones (Figure 1b), as well as in the details of one 
fracture zone, the Earthquake Fault (Figure 3). Although direct in-
clinations are difficult to measure, all exposed fractures are very 
steep to vertical. We interpret these fractures as incipient sub-
vertical strike-slip fractures which have been dilated. The vertical 
attitude and the bimodal trend distribution support the above 
suggestion that the strike-slip stress conditions existed during the 
Inyo Dike intrusion (equation 6); however, unambiguous shear dis-
placements have not been documented. 
2. The Obsidian Dome segment of the Inyo Dike seems to rotate 
gradually as it rises . Surface mapping suggests a trend of about 
NlS'E (Figure 1b), whereas the drill core indicates a trend of N06"E 
at 620-m depth (Figure 2b) [Fink, 1985] . The inclination of the 
segment is unknown. If the rotation in the upper 620 m is part of a 
uniform, gradual rotation from the main Inyo Dike, then this 
segment should merge with the N07"W trending main dike at a 
depth of about 1200 m. The calculations in the above section for 
depth of the transition zone indicated 3 km; we regard these depths 
as bounding values. 
3. Most segments of the Inyo Dike appear to be rotated clock-
wise, with the possible exception represented by the NNW trending 
fracture zone southeast of Deer Mountain [Mastin and Pollard, in 
press] (Figures 1b and 2) . We speculate that this preferred sense of 
rotation is caused by release of shear stress along intruded shear 
fractures. Both clockwise and counterclockwise trending shear 
fractures would be available in the transition zone (Figure lOc). If 
a clockwise trending fracture were intruded first by the magma, 
then shear stress parallel to the fracture would relax. Relaxation of 
the shear stress causes a local rotation of the horizontal principal 
stress axes in a clockwise sense. Because such stress rotation 
increases the tendency of clockwise fractures to be intruded by the 
magma, the process will amplify itself, leading to eventual domi-
nation by one trend. 
Applications of the Present Analysis 
Even though the present analysis is based on measurements in and 
around the Inyo Chain, it may provide some insight into other sheet 
intrusions in Long Valley caldera and elsewhere. 
Rotated segments of dikes and sills have been observed in many 
locations [e.g., Pollard et al., 1975; Delaney and Pollard, 1981]. 
Pollard et al. [1982] proposed that segment rotation occurs in 
response to rotation of the least compressive stress axis. We have 
demonstrated here that the rotation may also occur due to variations 
in host rock rheology and fracturing style. 
One prediction of the current model is the occurrence of bimodal 
fracture patterns accompanying dike intrusion as manifested along 
the Inyo trend in the detailed structure of Earthquake Fault (Figure 
3). Similar bimodal fracture patterns occur in other sites above 
shallow dikes. The Tarawera eruption of 1886 in New Zealand was 
fed by a 30-km-Iong N30'E trending basaltic dike whose segments 
show a consistent clockwise rotation of 15' (Figure 11a) [Nairn and 
Cole, 1981]. Regional mapping in the Tarawera area reveals two 
main sets of faults oriented NlO'E andN45'E (Figure lIb) [Wilson 
et al .,1984] . A second example is provided by ground cracks along 
the trend of Little Glass Mountain and adjacent rhyolite domes of 
the Medicine Lake Highland Volcano in California. The patterns of 
vents and faults indicate a NE trending dike whose segments 
rotated clockwise [Fink and Pollard, 1983]; in detail however, the 
fracture pattern shows a bimodal distribution (Figure 12). These 
patterns indicate possible application of the present model, but 
additional study is required to fully ascertain this suggestion. 
Our study also offers an explanation for two controversial geo-
physical observations in Long Valley caldera. The first case 
concerns the analysis of focal mechanisms for three earthquakes 
that occurred in 1980 at depths of 7-10 km, south of the caldera 
(locations shown in Figure la). One interpretation implies that 
these are double-couple shear events associated with complex 
shear surfaces [Wallace, 1985; Lide and Ryall, 1985; Priestly et 
al., 1985), whereas the alternative model suggests that these events 
indicate dilation phenomena associated with rapid intrusion of 
magma into NNW -SSE trending cracks [Julian and Sip kin , 1985; 
, 
..... / ' 390 
,,' 
/' /--
-/./ // / 
5 10 15 km 
I , I 480 
Fig. II b. Map of faults in the vicinity of Tarawera Complex, New Zealand. 
Note bimodal distribution of orientations. Shaded areas, silicic volcanic 
rocks; dashed line. margin of caldera [after Wilson e/ al., 1984]. 
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of 8-3 km. The observed surface deformation would require 0.39-
m inflation of the sill and 0.15 m for the dike. 
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Chouet and Julian, 1985]. The second interpretation is in accord 
with the present analysis that predicts extensional fracturing due to 
magma intrusion as deep as 10 km. 
The seco!ld set of controversial observations involves recent 
deformation data collected within Long Valley caldera. Savage 
and Cockerham [1984] showed that ground deformation that 
occurred in 1983 could be explained by the dilation of an intrusive 
body extending from a depth greater than 10 km to a level about 3 
km below the surface. Although the explicit shape of the intrusion 
could not be uniquely resolved, they indicated that the deformation 
could be accounted for by inflation of a sill inclined 30· between 
depths of12 and 8 km that fed a vertical dike extending from depths 
The model of Savage and Cockerham raises the question as to II 
why magma should rise from depths of 12 km to within 3 km of the 
surface without erupting. If an intrusion in 1983 had dimensions on fl 
the order of tens of centimeters, it would have frozen before OJ 
reaching the surface. However, our analysis indicates that even for ~ 
a width on the order of 10m (for which the cooling rate would not ar 
be significant), an intrusion could not reach the surface unless the 
volatile overpressure exceeded the host rock fracture strength by at of 
least 18 MPa. This constraint is supported by the pattern of Holo- W 
cene silicic activity in the !nyo and Mono Craters areas where 
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magma approached the surface in several long dikes but erupted 
only from wide pipelike vents such as the one penetrated by drilling 
beneath Obsidian Dome. 
CONCWSIONS 
The analyses presented here indicate the following: 
I. Stress fields of continental scale may prevail and control dike 
orientation even in the vicinity oflarge and active tectonic features. 
2. Variations in crustal rheology and the related variation of 
fracturing style may cause segmentation and rotation of dikes 
without direct rotation of the stress axes. Thus trends of dike 
segments may be indicators of rheology as well as of stress 
orientation. 
3. Dike geometry provides bounds on the mechanical parameters 
of inlrusion. For the Inyo Dike we find that extensional fracture 
strength is 1-2.5 MPa, the elastic resistance to dike intrusion is 
about 14 MPa, the volatile overpressure in the magma chamber is 
14-18 MPa, and the pressure drop in the propagating dike is about 
0.55 MPa/km. 
4. Propagation of dikes becomes increasingly difficult as they 
near the surface due to the upward decrease in tensile strength and 
the corresponding reduction in tensile stress magnitude. Cessation 
of dike rise may thus result from an upward decrease in the 
influence of regional tensile stresses, rather than from cooling and 
solidification. This process may explain why the Inyo Dike stopped 
rising only a few hundred meters below the surface at the lnyo 
Craters and at the site of the RDO-3A drill hole. 
ApPENDIX 
We derive here the crustal strength variations with depth in the 
vicinity of the lnyo chain using the following procedure: (1) 
calculate the depth/temperature profile, (2) calculate the frictional 
strength of the crust, assuming it varies linearly with depth and it 
is independent of temperature or rock type, and (3) obtain the yield 
strength for steady state creep by assuming power law rheology. 
The first step is calculating the temperature profile. Following 
Turcotte and Schubert [1982, equation 4-31], 
T=T,+Q,.(h/k)+(Q, -Q,.)H[l-exp(-h/H )]/k (AI) 
where T)s surface temperature, Q,. and Q, are the heat flow of the 
mantle and the surface, respectively, h is the depth, H is character-
istic depth length, and k is the thermal conductivity. The details of 
the geothermal system in Long Valley caldera are partly obscured 
by the intensive hydrothermal activity [Sorey, 1985; Blackwell, 
1985]. Furthermore, the Inyo Chain is partly outside the caldera 
(Figure la), and thus the data collected in the caldera may serve 
only as an estimate. The mean heat flux in the Long Valley caldera, 
calculated by dividing the total heat discharge by the caldera area, 
is 630mW m-2 [Sorey, 1985, Table 1]. The thermal conductivity k 
ranges from 1.05 W m-I K-I for the post-Bishop Tuff rocks (Black-
weII,1985,p. 11,236) to 3.1 W m-I K-I, the mean thermal conduc-
tivity for granite [Clark, 1966], which is the basement rock in the 
!nyo area [Eichelberger et al., 1985] . 
We take for the Inyo area two bounding values of surface heat 
flow,Q =300m Wm-2 and Q =500m Wm-2, thermal conductivity 
of k = 3:0 Wm-I K"I, and also'T = 10·, H = 10 km, and Q = 30 m 
Wm-2 [Turcotte and Schubert, 1982]. The calculated tem;eratures 
are used as input for (A2) below. 
The second step is calculating yield strength for steady state creep 
of crustal rocks from the power law creep equation [Weertman and 
Weertman, 1975] as modified for crustal flow by Lynch and 
Morgan [1987], 
°1 - 03 = (E /E/" exp [(Q + PV )/(nRT)] (A2) 
where °1 and 03 are the maximum and minimum principal stresses, 
E is the strain rate, Eo and n are rock constants, Q is the activation 
energy, V is the activation volume, P is the pressure, R is the gas 
constant, and T is the temperature [see also Kirby, 1983]. 
Following Lynch and Morgan [1987, Tables 1 and 2], n = 3, PV = 
293 J/mol krn, and for siliceous rocks, Q = 1.4x105 I/mol and E = 
2.5x10·s MPa·3 S· I. By substituting these values and the tempe:a-
tures derived from (AI) into (A2), we determine the lower part of 
the strength curves shown in Figure 6. 
The third step is determining the strength of the brittle part of the 
crust due to frictional resistance along shear fractures. For exten-
sional conditions it is 5.5 MPa/krn [Lynch and Morgan ,1987]. This 
strength composes the upper part of the curve in Figure 6. 
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